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TO MOOC OR NOT TO MOOC?

• Three drivers put universities in jeopardy: 

• Financial crisis; 

• Digital revolution;

• Online teaching and learning strategies.



Financial drive - Employers complain:

young employees without the needed skills

• A recent survey found that 45 % of employers

struggle to find people with the right skills for    
entry level positions.

• 70 % of the employers blame this shortfall  
on lack of adequate training. 

• This survey question higher education value and 
people perceive one of the roots of 
unemployment.

• But there are others

• Barber, M and alt. An Avalanche is Coming, pp.12



Barak Obama analysis on education costs



Financial crisis: European youth unemployment



Second driver of the crisis

situation: digital revolution













Third driver: Online teaching and learning

strategies.

• “Moocs have been something of an hurricane in 
universities, making a lot of noise and promising 
to rip everything up.”

• Within MOOC courses student find: 

• an instructivist pedagogical approach

• an automatic assessment;

• lack of identity verification;

• absence of human tutors.

• Barber, M and alt. An Avalanche is Coming, pp.18



TO MOOC OR NOT TO MOOC?



Edx Consortium





Obama’s opinion on online courses



Digital learning modalities

Mooc courses are just one of multiple online 
learning modalities. Some consider that the first 
version has been overtaken. 

• “We're already in a post-Mooc era,”  says Prof  
Robert Lue, from Harvard University.

• “The smaller online class size will allow:

• much more rigorous assessment;

• greater validation of identity;

• certification will be possible.”

• http://www.bbc.com/news/business-24166247



Digital learning modalities

flipped learning



Digital learning modalities: 

NOVA perspective



Lifelong Learning Strategy



Digital literacy at the heart of the 

learning process

• To finish let me quote Professor Rafael Reif, 

M.I.T. President: “the rising cost of education, 

combined with the transformative potential of 

online teaching and learning technologies, 

presents a long-term challenge that no 

university can afford to ignore.”

• http://bostinno.streetwise.co/2014/09/24/mit-study-how-do-online-

courses-compare-to-traditional-learning/



Thank you
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